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Preface

The goal of this preface is to summarize the book, so that the different scientific questions are posted from the
beginning. This allows you to seek the truth, reading the book, for your greatest happiness.
 First of all, it is impossible to organize balls that go in every directions. Yet that's life does. The universe can create
life, unless it is a God. In the same way, individuals are the cells of the body society, just as societies are tissues, or
jobs are specialized cells.

Thus the universe is organized. Enstein said that it is impossible to organize an explosion, which the universe did.
The universe should have a soul. The lesser action's work of light would confirm this soul. So gravity works in a
vacuum. It also confirms a soul that would be gravity, in another universe, to also direct the light.

So we can think that God would be a soul, which would create other souls, including ours and those of the universe,
larger. Indeed, Luc Montagnier, the discoverer of AIDS, was able to recreate DNA from microwaves of our body.
Where would these microwaves come from? Of the soul, no doubt, of another world surely.

Our mind was designed to seek the truth. When we are in joy, it is because we have discovered a truth. If we give
ourselves pleasure, in the short term often, it is not as happy as a joy, because the joy will return in us, different,
while the pleasure will be forgotten, similar. This explains that our mind is not born with chance. We are created to
seek the truth.

A body that has cancer, certainly due to the environment, requires external intervention to be cured. In the same way,
society should also require external intervention, when human society is disorganized. It is the role of the Holy Spirit
whom speaks to us, as with the Secrets of Fatima, as with Jesus Christ.

The gospels, certainly reworked, went against every established current laws. These gospels, if we respect them,
should make us a saint. Jesus Christ came to Earth to make us Saints, because he even said that we should join
him, if we were seeking the truth, if we believed in God, if we were charitable, which is according to him the most
difficult to achieve. For simplicity, we will join God if we are righteous.

Lourdes shows that there remains on Earth a Holy Spirit. Indeed, doctors can not explain the miracles of Lourdes. On
the other hand, the Holy Spirit acts only in one place, as Jesus has shown, having also lived into the center of three
continents, because it seems that every soul can act only towards a single objective, including God.
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